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A lot of organizations 
today find themselves 

getting cut by the 
proverbial double-edged 

sword – they need to 
release new, innovative 
web applications fast. 

At the same time,  
if they’re not baking 

security in at every step 
of the way, they risk 

leaving an app’s sensitive 
data out in the open for 
bad guys to harvest for 
profit or use in ongoing 

phishing attacks.

02

In the race to innovation, 
security is getting  
left in the dust 
The battle between speed, security, and innovation continues.  
If you’re in the business of software (and every company is now a 
software company), it should come as no surprise that the industry 
is still struggling to keep up with dangerous security exploits, 
headline-making breaches, and serious new threats like Log4Shell.

Need more information about Log4Shell? Check out our resource center.

https://www.invicti.com/blog/web-security/log4j-vulnerability-resource-center/
https://www.invicti.com/clp/appsec-indicator/
https://www.invicti.com/clp/appsec-indicator/
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Don’t just take our 
word for it. Trends 
from recent years tell 
quite the story about 
this battle between 
speed and security:

1  IBM: Cost of a Data Breach Report 2021

2  Invicti AppSec Indicator, Fall 2021 Edition

3  2022 ITRC Annual Data Breach Report

4  Gartner 2021-2023 Emerging Technology Roadmap for Large Enterprises

$4M 
The average cost of a single data breach in 2021  

topped four million dollars, reaching a 17-year high1

78% 
of development and security professionals  

experienced increased stress levels in the last year2

293,927,708 
victims impacted last year by breaches  
resulting from reported compromises3

SHORTAGES 
Executives cite IT talent shortages as one of  

the biggest barriers to adopting emerging tech4

AppSec Best Practices: Where speed, security, and innovation meet in the middle
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To top it off, we’re not seeing any meaningful 
reductions in common and severe vulnerabilities. 
Add in the race to the cloud as we all learn  
to operate in this new hybrid workforce  
and there are challenges galore with keeping 
security risks in check. Developers and security 
professionals are working hard to keep up,  
but it’s clear that they lack the support to  
get the job done effectively in many cases.

That’s where a well-rounded and robust web application  
security (AppSec) program can step in, keeping you and  
your team agile when it comes to security, while also helping  
you stay one step ahead of the competition to release  
innovative apps first.

Let’s take a look at how to get started building an AppSec  
program that keeps production on track, security risks  
in check, and end-users happy.
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Know your asset landscape 
like the back of your hand – 
including what’s broken or MIA 

Most organizations have a solid understanding  
of how many applications they have and what they  
use for open-source components. 

Without a system for managing your entire web asset 
inventory, you’re likely missing critical security checks.
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Attackers start by checking what you have  
(or don’t have) and looking for weaknesses. 

A common misconception in software security is that simply knowing what apps  
you have gives you a clear picture of your asset landscape. In reality, most 
organizations don’t even know that. To make matters worse, modern software  
is a jumble of in-house code, third-party components, and integrations –  
all of which need security checks. 

At the end of the day, if you don’t know what’s in your arsenal, it’s impossible  
to keep everything safe. This is especially true for large enterprise organizations  
that add hundreds of web applications to their environments every year. These  
can include everything from marketing campaign sites to knowledge portals  
and web interfaces for desktop software – the list is long, and each item adds  
to your potential attack surface.

Forgotten or unmaintained web apps and assets are prime targets for bad  
actors because they often contain older vulnerabilities or aren’t updated in  
response to new threats. Without keeping track of every application and the  
various in-house or external components that went into building them, how  
can you be sure they’re safe against attackers waiting for you to look the other  
way? By following foundational best practices.
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       Manage a tightly controlled web asset inventory.  

This inventory should include policies and processes that you can use  
to onboard, maintain, and offboard assets as needed. With this structure  
in place, public-facing websites and applications would require approval  
and proper security checks before being added to the central inventory,  
where they undergo regular security testing. 

       Integrate a software bill of materials (SBOM).  

SBOMs include everything that goes into building an app, so they should  
become an integral part of your asset inventory. They help you keep everything 
organized and enable you to check your inventory against new threats so  
that you know what to update quickly in cases like Log4Shell.

       Use a discovery tool in your AppSec program.  

Web application discovery tools can help you determine which websites  
and applications need security checks for vulnerabilities. Invicti’s application  
security solution comes with a built-in and systematic discovery service,  
with fast results and automatic notifications of new web-facing assets  
detected on behalf of the organization.

SBOM

Name

Originator

Source info

Version info

Name

Originator

Source info

Version info

Name

Originator

Source info

Version info

Name

Originator

Source info

Version info

AppSec Best Practices  
C H E C K L I S T 
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Shift security to the left  
and to the right 

We’ve shifted left so we’re fully covered now.

Adequate security coverage comes from multiple scan  
types that cover all corners of your threat landscape –  
from app architecture to deployment.
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You’ve probably heard the term “shift left” drilled into the AppSec 
industry for the past few years, but the tides are turning. More and 
more leaders in organizations that build their own software are realizing 
that merely shifting security testing left doesn’t provide you with 
comprehensive coverage. To avoid security blind spots, you need to 
include broader coverage of applications in production on the right 
while also baking security into early architecture and design processes.

How do you cover everything efficiently?  
With security that scales. 

Because modern enterprise organizations often work with thousands of websites, 
applications, APIs, and services scattered throughout their digital footprints, they 
need scalable, automated security testing that covers all the bases and eliminates 
the need for manual rework. With isolated security testing in agile development,  
you can hit an array of speed bumps that seriously impede innovation. 

Security solutions need to be easy to use, reliable, and verifiable to take  
as much manual busywork as possible out of the process. When you have  
multiple scan types under one platform, your coverage is deeper and your 
confidence is maximized.
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AppSec tools that offer full coverage, greater 
speed, and more accuracy enable innovation 
through a DAST-driven approach:

Dynamic application security testing 
probes the actual attack surface of the app as attackers  
see it, revealing potential problems. 

Interactive application security testing 
scans parts of the application that other scan types  
cannot see alone. 

Dynamic software composition analysis  
examines open-source components to find versions with  
known vulnerabilities and suggests remediation guidance.

Scan Report Summary

IDENTIFIED
32

CONFIRMED

HIPAA REPORTS

0

CRITICAL
0

INFORMATIONAL
13

PCI REPORTS

OSWAP REPORTS

CRITICAL

The website
is very

insecure! What is the worst  
that could happen?

Act now to fix the  
reported security flaws.

An attacker could access information that 
helps them to exploit other vulnerabilities.

This information gives them a better 
understanding of your system.

See the 9 impacts on my website should  
any of the reported issues are exploited.

Scan Summary
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I N T E G R A T E  D I R E C T LY  

Take a peek at how Invicti works and see which 
tools the platform integrates with at a glance → 

Integrate directly into the  
SDLC and other DevOps 
environments with Invicti

Plug-and-go: Invicti scanning solutions integrate 
with the most popular CI/CD, issue tracking, and 
collaboration platforms that developers use today.  
That means it’s easier to weave security in at every 
critical point where developers are working to build 
innovative applications. Our industry-leading 50+ 
integrations and proprietary Proof-Based Scanning 
technology help us empower organizations to scale 
their security efforts intelligently.

With security integrated directly into the dev pipeline, 
scans can be launched either in the Invicti platform  
or within the integrated tool, allowing web applications 
and services to be scanned for vulnerabilities from  
early phases of development right through to live 
production environments.
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Report

•  Detailed scan report
•  Executive summary
•  Knowledge base
•  Vulnerability list
•  Crawled URLs
•  Scanned URLs
•  OWASP Top Ten 2013
•  OWASP Top Ten 2017
•  OWASP API Top Ten 2019
•  OWASP Top Ten 2021

•  PCI DSS
•  HIPAA
•  ISO 27001
•  DISA STIG
•  NIST SP 800-53

Standard Compliance

Launch scan in Invicti

Run unit tests

Build is pushed to CI/CD

Single sign-on integrations

ADFSPingIdentity Okta Azure
Active Directory

GooglePingFederateSAML

Secrets and 
Encryption Management

System for Cross-domain 
Identity Management

Developer

Schedule scan

Discover your web assets

Define the website

Scan the website

Auto triage vulnerabilities

Push and assign vulnerabilities

Export WAF rules

Generate report / 
actionable dashboards

Web
application

firewall

•  ModSecurity
•  BIG-IP ASM
•  Generic (.xml, .json, .csv)

Temporarily protect
the application

Import rules

Structure details

Import file

•  ASP.NET Project File (.csproj, .vbproj)
•  Burp
•  CSV
•  Fiddler (.saz)
•  GraphQL
•  HTTP Archive files (HAR) (.har)
•  I.O. Docs (.json, .zip)
•  Invicti Session File (.nss)
•  OWASP ZAP (formerly Paros) (.txt)
•  Postman (.json)
•  RAML (.raml)
•  OpenAPI (formerly Swagger) (.json, .yaml, .yml)
•  Web Application Description Language (WADL) (.wadl)
•  Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) (.wsdl, .xml)
•  Wordpress REST API (.json)

Manage issues

Bitbucket Bugzilla FogBugz Freshservice GitLab
Issues

Redmine ServiceNow
Incident

Management

TFS Unfuddle YouTrack
Pivotal
Tracker

Communication
tools

Microsoft
Teams

MattermostSlack

Azure Pipelines

The release of any new features or functionality, including the timing of any such release, 
is at Invicti’s sole and absolute discretion. Timing of delivery is subject to change and should
not be viewed as commitments or be relied upon in making purchase or renewal decisions.

Security 
Analyst

3rd party / off the shelf website

Legacy / Production website

Staging website

New build is ready

Project
management

TrelloAsana

Azure
Boards

GitHub Jira Kafka

Kenna PagerDuty Splunk

Manage issues

Bamboo

GitLab CI/CD

Travis CI

GitHub Actions

This issue was created by Invicti Security to make 
sure that the integration settings are working 
properly

Invicti Test Issue

Invicti Security

Shortcut

DefectDojo Jazz Team 
Server

TeamCity

CircleCI

Jenkins

Urban Code 
Deploy

Issue trackers

ServiceNow
Vulnerability Response

HashiCorp
Vault

CyberArk
Vault

Azure
Active Directory

Okta

Vulnerability
 management
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Automate everything you can 
at every step of the way, and 
swiftly reduce false positives 

If you ask a modern developer what one of their biggest pain  
points is today, no doubt they’ll point to the amount of manual  
work and rework that can go into fixing security issues and  
chasing tedious false positives.

False positives are just part of AppSec life. 

Reliable scanning tools should drastically reduce  
your false positives. 

Critical

Severity Trend

4

High 9

Medium 3
Low 30

Best Practice 34
Information 25

Critical

Severity Trend

6

High 6

Medium 15
Low 79

Best Practice 49
Information 48

7/1/22 10:36:08 AM

8/13/22 05:02:25 PM
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INVICTI’S PROOF-BASED SCANNING ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR MANUAL 

VERIFICATION, DELIVERING AUTOMATIC CONFIRMATIONS WITH

99.98% accuracy

are more likely to lose confidence in a vulnerability scanner that 
regularly offers up false positives. Ultimately, that can desensitize 
your developers to serious security issues that need to be 
addressed promptly, leading to increased business risk and 
mounting costs that come from potential breaches. 

Automatic vulnerability verification through Proof-Based Scanning 
is fundamental to any solid AppSec program, especially when 
it comes to implementing security best practices. When your 
developers and testers aren’t bogged down with false positives 
and tedious manual verification, they can focus on quality fixes 
that improve your overall security posture and give product 
innovation the attention it deserves.

That’s where automation can help save the day. 
Automated features built into security testing 
tools relieve some of those manual tasks and take 
the guesswork out of security reports, which in 
effect reduces stress for your boots-on-the-ground 
teams. That means they have more time freed up 
for innovation, fixing things effectively instead 
of rushing, and building user experiences that 
customers crave.

Tools that plug directly into existing CI/CD environments  
and DevOps workflows enable you to build a customizable 
process with automation at the helm of vulnerability assessment, 
verification, and triage. Opt for security testing tools that are  
built around automation as a core value; for example, Invicti’s 
Proof-Based Scanning eliminates the need for manual verification  
of flaws and potential exploits, delivering automatic confirmations 
with 99.98% accuracy. 

That’s a big deal because false positives are a big problem 
for most organizations. In addition to placing a burden on the 
development process and creating an innovation bottleneck,  
they can negatively impact AppSec effectiveness as developers 
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Reducing false alarms to 
give real vulnerabilities 
the attention they need 

False positives throw a wrench in team dynamics, 
creating extra work and eroding mutual trust 
between security and development. That’s  
where modern tools built on accuracy shine: 
there’s no need for security and development 
to feel at odds or struggle with unnecessary 
manual work that delays development. Accuracy 
means speed and security can work together, 
eliminating friction on the path to effective 
vulnerability remediation.

Real Vulnerability

DevelopersSecurity
researcher

Issue
6

1

2

5

7

Vulnerability
scanner

Issue
fixed

Code
fix

3 4

False Positive

Issue marked as a false positive
(Real issue state unknown)

DevelopersSecurity
researcher

Issue

2
1

5Vulnerability
scanner

Code
fix

3 4

6

7

8 9

10

11

14 15

16

12
13
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Rally your most passionate 
employees as champions  
for your security program

There’s no denying that for modern AppSec to actually work and  
be an effective element of your software strategy, everyone needs  
to adopt security tools and best practices. Leadership needs to 
promote a security mindset from the top down, but you also need  
a way to inspire and convince the rest of the organization to take  
these measures seriously. 

If the security team is on the ball, nobody else  
really needs to be. 

Security is everyone’s job.
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Enter security champions. Security champions are employees within  
your organization who understand the importance of security and 
want to help you relay that message cross-functionally. They’re usually 
developers, though anyone can (and should) participate in making sure 
that everyone is taking these critical elements of AppSec seriously. 

Effective security champions:

•  Improve communication and inspire the organization  
   to take security seriously. 

•  Promote security education and best practices to help    
   close knowledge gaps. 

•  Offer suggestions for modernized tools and processes  
   to reduce manual work.

•  Solve pain points and problems that show leadership  
   where the blockers are.

Ali Chen
JUNIOR ENGINEER

Completed security training

Engaged DevSecOps team

Participated in AppSec planning

Provided feedback to leadership

Finished course on best practices

Hey team! Check out  
this webinar on AppSec!
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Set realistic expectations,  
aim for inclusivity, and outline  
attainable goals that move  
the program forward.  

When you’re getting started:

Don’t be exclusive. Security champions programs should 
be inclusive, pulling in employees from all functions within 
the organization. At the same time, it’s important to strike a 
balance and ensure that you have experienced professionals 
within the program who are helping to guide it from a place 
of strong security foundation. 

Set realistic goals. Don’t set out to build a big program in 
one month and expect your team to overhaul policies and 
procedures right away. Adjustments to security best practices 
take time and careful consideration – start off with awareness 
and discovery of problems at hand, then work systematically 
to improve policies, procedures, and functions. 

Inject some fun into the program. Security issues are 
serious, but that doesn’t mean learning how to fix them  
has to be boring and tedious. When you’re thinking of ways  
to engage your security champions, consider setting up  
fun events like hackathons and capture-the-flag experiences  
to help everyone learn through hands-on excitement.  
Make it meaningful, too, and celebrate wins to promote  
a positive program.
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Use analytics and reporting  
to work smarter, not harder

It goes without saying that you can’t make meaningful improvements to 
your AppSec program without intelligence to back you up. When you’re 
deciding which security tool or vendor to choose, make sure one of the 
core features includes solid analytical reporting that will help you refine 
your policies and strategy, stay on top of emerging threats, understand 
your overall security posture, and maintain compliance.

Reporting is complicated and cumbersome.

Good security tools offer easy-to-digest reports  
that keep you honest about the state of your AppSec. 
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Executive Summary Reports

Technical Reports

Trend Matrix Reports

Comparison Reports

HIPAA Compliance Reports

ISO 27001 Compliance Reports

OWASP Top Ten 2013 Reports

OWASP Top Ten 2017 Reports

OWASP Top Ten 2021 Reports

PCI DSS Compliance Reports

SANS Top 25 Reports

WASC Threat Classification Reports

Detailed Scan Reports

Knowledge Base Reports

Troubleshooting Inconsistent 
Web Security Scan Results

With these reports in your arsenal, you can focus on building 
an achievable policy with baselines that accurately reflect your 
organization’s state of risk – and then get to work improving.

Good analytics can help you achieve company 
policy standards and AppSec goals because  
they show you where you need to improve  
your products for better user experience and 
enhanced security. They also often provide 
guidance for what to remediate first and how  
to go about it so that developers have an easier  
time with mitigation and can see where there  
are patterns for common errors. 

But most of all, good reporting is simple. Having the ability 
to demonstrate compliance with established web security 
standards using a tool that integrates into your existing 
workflows is key. 

Security tools that offer streamlined reporting with just a 
few clicks help you uncover issues with your website or web 
applications to identify vulnerability points fast. The best tools 
for the job provide you with several different types of reports 
so that you can meet compliance needs without worrying 
that you’re missing something critical.

For example, through the Invicti platform, users can generate 
the following reports for deeper insight into the state of their 
overall security posture and compliance needs: 

https://www.invicti.com/support/executive-summary-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/technical-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/trend-matrix-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/comparison-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/hipaa-compliance-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/iso-27001-compliance-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/owasp-top-ten-2013-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/owasp-top-ten-2017-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/owasp-top-ten-2021-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/pci-compliance-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/sans-top-25-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/wasc-threat-classification-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/detailed-scan-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/knowledge-base-report/
https://www.invicti.com/support/inconsistent-web-security-scan-results-invicti/
https://www.invicti.com/support/inconsistent-web-security-scan-results-invicti/
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Application security programs are fluid and scalable. They’re meant  
to change as your organization grows and business needs shift, and 
their flexibility is a crucial prerequisite for rapid response efforts that 
keep your code safe. With the right tools and programs in place,  
you don’t have to sacrifice speed or security in the race to innovation. 
In fact, having best-in-class security tools at your fingertips and 
establishing programs that rally the entire organization around security  
is the best way to close knowledge gaps, keep talented employees  
in their seats, reduce stress, and minimize your risk.

Modern AppSec requires a 
bigger picture of your security 
posture and updated tooling 
to help close critical gaps

Want to learn more about  
setting up an AppSec program  

that can help you shrink  
your threat landscape  

while staying innovative?

Schedule a demo

https://www.invicti.com/get-demo/


Invicti Security is transforming the way web applications are secured. An AppSec leader for more than 15 years,  
Invicti enables organizations in every industry to continuously scan and secure all of their web applications and APIs  
at the speed of innovation. Through industry-leading Asset Discovery, Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST),  
Interactive Application Security Testing (IAST), and Software Composition Analysis (SCA), Invicti provides a comprehensive  
view of an organization’s entire web application portfolio and scales to cover thousands, or tens of thousands of applications. 
Invicti’s proprietary Proof-Based Scanning technology is the first to deliver automatic verification of vulnerabilities and  
proof of exploit with 99.98% accuracy, returning time to development teams for critical projects and innovation. Invicti  
is headquartered in Austin, Texas, and serves more than 3,500 organizations all over the world.
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